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ENHANCING LIVES THROUGH DESIGN

Transform Your Closet Space with

MandiCasa's New Modules and

Finishes 

The goal of all MandiCasa closets is to reinvent and amplify space while offering a

stunning aesthetic addition to luxury home interiors. Our new modules and finishes

take this goal to the next level.        

KERA FINISHES

The new Kera ceramic finishes bring their striking beauty to the closets in the

MandiCasa Collection. Six different options reproduce the look and feel of marble

and stone, delighting you with their presence every time you open your closet. The

finishes are highly resistant to shocks, stains, and scratches, guaranteeing product

longevity. 

When paired with wood, the Kera finishes give the closets a natural, sophisticated

definition. Used with glass doors, they become a tantalizing part of the design,

appearing and disappearing to a greater or lesser degree depending on the

transparency of the glass.

CANNETÉ FINISHES

The new Canneté finishes give the doors an interesting visual rhythm, enhancing the

vertical grain of the wood and creating a play of light and shadow. They also add a

tactile component to the design.

The Canneté finish is available on Oak, Eucalyptus, Walnut, and Natural wood.

Combine it with modules with doors in framed glass (smoked, mirror, or extra clear)

or a variety of lacquers for different aesthetic results.

EUCALYPTUS WOOD

With its visual depth, dynamic pattern, and rich hues, our Eucalyptus finish turns

closets into show-stoppers, bringing the full allure of wood into your everyday rituals.

The minimalism of our closet systems allows this material to take center stage and

put its dramatic imprint into the luxury home space.

SPACE-ENHANCING MODULES

The result of a patented mechanism of levers, magnetic pistons, and hinges, our

total-opening bi-folding closet doors fold in on themselves taking up very minimal

space. A simple, effortless gesture activates the silent and smooth movement,

leading to the reveal of the customized interior of the closet.

The depth-change module, barely noticeable from a frontal view, offers additional

open storage on both sides and is perfectly suited for the small items you want to

keep close at hand.

The external corner module also re-conceptualizes the sides of the closet. It

transforms them into a customizable containing element ideal to store different items.

The vertical LED light is sensor-activated by the opening of the door and carefully

positioned to be aesthetically impactful but never obtrusive.

The double-sided closet is an ideal solution to visually and functionally delineate

different areas within an open-layout space. The Dual doors give the closet exterior a

continuous aesthetic rhythm, disappearing completely between the vertical slats

when closed. They then fold in on themselves to open the unit like a treasure chest.

Customize the closet in dimensions, finishes, and accessories depending on its

desired use.

MandiCasa's closet systems are available in North America through MandiCasa's

flagship showrooms in Los Angeles, New York, Miami, Hollywood FL, and

MandiCasa authorized dealers in Naples FL, Costa Mesa CA, Toronto, Canada, and

(coming soon) in Honolulu HI and Annapolis MD.

Our showrooms welcome walk-ins, private appointments,

and guided showroom tours via video call.

Never miss a beat - Follow us on our Official MandiCasa social accounts for the

latest updates, exclusive content, and more! 
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